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AN IMPROVED METHOD OF GLJ\Z!NG FISH FOR LOCKER STORAGE1/ 

11& 
By S. R. Pottinger 

'Ihe glazing of fish by the usual method ,.,.hen preprc red for 0 -" ::"1'<.' Ee in 
locker plants has been reported to be ver:-r expensive from the st[;>.n<.l~oint 0:'" 

both time and labor. The extra handling involved in ap~lying t~e glaze is 
also an inconvenience to the operators. For this reason. the glaze is very 
often omitted. 

Although the need for a glaze on properly wrapped fish to be held for 
relat i vely short storage periods is questionable • it does have aQva.: tr· ~;cs 
when the fish are stored for extended periods. particularly fc:.~ nZ;1 \·;hich 
"because of their shs.:pe cannot be tightly wrapped. Possibly if glazing could 
be si~lified to sone extent. it would be practiced more ~ndely by locker 
opera.tors. 

The usual means of glazing requi res waiting for the fish to freeze. 
then dipping in cold water several times to form a glaze. fmc p[,.cl:c1ging. 
A method has been suggested by a west coast locker plant operator w:lich 
overcomes this extra handling and inconvenience. The unfrozen fish are 
first wrapped in vegetable parchment, the package is then soru~ed in cold 
water for a few seconds. and is immediately wrapped in moisture-vRpor
proof material. It was claimed that much of the water is reta.ined within 
the package which upon freezing forms a rather heavy glaze eround the fish. 
Because of certain merits which this method appeared to possess. smnll 
scale tests were conducted with it at the Service's laboratory at College 
Pa.rk. Maryland. 

Small striped bass which were obtained in a local ~arket were used for 
the tests. They were pan dressed in the laboratory a.nd divided into three 
groups for preparation prior to final freezing. Group A consisted of 
ttnfrozen fish which were first loosely wrapped in a type of vegeta'ole 
~arch::\ent W11ich would absorb water and yet retain its strength when wet. 
'i'he wr1?,:,)ped fish were then immersed in cold ",-ater long enough to y>er:-:i t 
the water to flow inside the wrapper. After removal from the water. a 
moisture-vaporproof wrapper was immediately applied over the parchment. 
The fish in group B were frozen first without wrapping. They were civen 
an ice glaze and wrapped in moisture-vaporproof material. Group C ~~s 
cOI-:!posed of unfrozen fish which were only wrapped in moisture-vaporproof 
material and not glazed. 
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After packaginG' the fish in all groups were he;d at a temperature of 
_150 :Ii'. until thoroughly frozen 2nd 'vIere sto red at 0 F. Examinations 
\.,rere made at monthly intervals for qua.1ity and general appearance of the 
fish. volatile ocid numbers, a chemical index used to some extent to express 
llUL1erica11y the :::'cl[ tivQ frcs:1...'1ess of fish, were determined at appropriate 
intervals. The volatile acid number increases as the freshness decreases. 

!-o :na.rked differences \'lcre noted in quality until the fifth month of 
storar:e, ..... 'hen the fish in eroups :B and C showed signs of desiccation in the 
belly CE~Vit~!. This concUtion we.s more pronounced at the examination after 
six months. In addition, the skin of the fish in e,rou'P C was somewhat dry. 
At this time, the fi sh in Croup A were ,,{ell glazed and had an excellent 
8Tl:ge8rance. Only slight differences in volatile a.cid numbers (Table 1) were 
aP'9arent, 

TA:~= 1 . --~ol~t~18 ~cid numbers for strined bass 
held in storage at 0 0 !'. 

Volatile acid number 
~,;onths in storaee 

Groun Initi21 6 9 12 
A 4.6 6,8 7,9 10.6 
T 
-) 4.6 7,0 9,1 12.8 
c 4.6 ·S.O 16.6 39.5 

~--
;~O:;p08ite sam-:Jle taken from fish in each group. 

':"'his desiccc.tion increased over the next three months. At the end of 
nine r:lonths, the fi sh in b rou9s 1; and C were r a.ther badly desiccated in the 
belly c~''11 ty. In additio'i, the skin of the fish in group C was badly dried 
out lJ..T\C there wns COYls).(lnrable ::e11o\01 discoloration. The fish in group A 
WE're sti 1:]. well glazed at this time. wi th eood color and no signs of 
desicce.·, ~cn. lJiffe:::ences in volatile acid numbers bec/:l,me more pronounced. 

})urine the next three mnnths of storage; the fish in groups 13 and C 
oeCL:! (,: !Lore d€siccated and. discolored . with the development of a. strong 
fishy oclor for {;roup 13 and a. very bad odor for the fish in group C. Group 
,/I. fish continued to show no signs of deSiccation B,nd after 12 months of 
stor8r e were still ... ·ell coated \\'i th nn ice glaze, the color was good and 
tl:e odor W[H'; l".o~-:e ... .'hat fishy but not objectionable. Volatile acid numbers 
e,t tl-:is tiI:1.8 showeo rather marked differences, particularly for the fish 
in €,:rou.'P C. 

v'rapping the fish in vegetable parchment, dinping in cold water, and 
t'''0nlyiL:r, 8. moisture~va.porproof wrapper over the parchment before freezing, 
S;~o \'.' eu A. decided advantage in maintaininB a glaze over the other methods 
0:' :.-re'I)~'ration u.sed in these tests. Because of the excess water retained 
b~,- the parcr..I!!cn t wrapper, a heavy gla,ze \o.ras formed in t he belly cavity and 
ove r the entire fish upon being frozen, The need of prior freezing and 
the extrft ha.ndling involved in g lazing after freezing was eliminated. Also I 
2 close fi tting package could be obtair .. ed by having the fish in an unfrozen 
con(ii tion at the time the outer moisture-vaporproof wrapping was applied. 
Although the fish in group C were also unfrozen at the time of wrapping, 
there was no glaze and localized desiccation occltrred in the belly cavities. ( 
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While total moisture losses from the packages were qui te small, as shown 
by periodic weighings, sufficient moisture was lost from t he skin surface 
of the fish in group C to cause a very dried out appearance. Freezing the 
fish before glazing and wrapping (group B) made it impossible to apply the 
wrapper without leaving considerable air space inside the packages, so 
that the 80lid glaze gradually disappeared from the fish and formed as frost 
within the package, particularly in the belly cavity. 

These tests, though limited in scope, showed a definite advantage in 
maintaining quality and reducing handling, in first wrapping with vegetable 
parcbment and' dipping in water prior to the final wrapping and freezing. 
This method of preparation would appear to be particularly adapted to 
locker plants and home freezers for use where in most cases the fish that 
are handled are small enough to be readily packaged. Under certain conditions 
it may also be applicable to storage in warehouses. 
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